
Association of Indian Universities (AIU) proposes to launch a scheme "University Sports - Quest for Excellence" with a purpose to foster the culture of excellence in Sport Education, Scientific Training and Applied Research in university sector. This ambitious scheme will provide logistic support to help improve their academic and sporting infrastructure, introduce innovative training, research methodology, professional approach by applying scientific technology and modern techniques for evaluation of sporting performance of talented athletes/teams and support staff, who are handling the policies and programmes of competitive sports in universities and affiliated colleges, in India.

Further, AIU intends to encourage universities selected on merit, enabling them to collaborate across universities /institutes by dismantling the discipline-specific barriers. The universities will be free to launch new innovative process for "talent search and talent promotion" using scientific procedure of selection and training based on latest research findings for achieving global standards.

Finally, the scheme aims at transforming sports training and applied research in all domains of sports sciences in pursuit sporting excellence in university sector. For this purpose, the AIU is willing to facilitate the process of signing the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between Indian Universities with potential for excellence in competitive sports and a few selected foreign universities with track-record of exceptional achievements of global standards.

In view of above, you are, therefore, requested to submit the detailed information indicating outstanding sports performance of your esteemed university at three levels such as National University Games, Asian University Games and World University Games/or Championships along with MAKA Trophy Rankings for the period of last 3 years only for consideration of the competent authorities for the award of centre of excellence in competitive sports.

The detailed information will be received in this office latest by November 30, 2013, failing which no claim shall be entertained. A prescribed performa is enclosed for your ready reference, in this regard.

This may please be treated as most important.

With regards,

Yours Sincerely,

Dr. Gurdeep Singh
Joint Secretary (S),
Incharge, Evaluation
ASSOCIATION OF INDIAN UNIVERSITIES
(Sports Division)


1. Name of the University

2. Propose of Proposal

3. Zone or Region

4. Details of Sporting Infrastructure :
   - Athletic Track
   - Play Grounds
   - Tennis Courts
   - Gymnasium Hall
   - Swimming Pool with Diving Facilities

5. Please give standard specifications of each available facility in the university.

6. Nature of playing surface, if applicable

7. Details of support staff: Coaches/Trainers Officiating Officials, Umpires Referees, etc.

8. Details of proposed construction of Sports Facilities in University for training.

9. Ranking of university for MAKA Trophy for last three years (2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13)

10. Complete details of performance in Zonal University Games for last three years

11. Details of performance in All India (Inter Zonal) University Games for last three years.

12. Details of in-service Training Courses: if any, for up-dating professional knowledge and technical skills of support staff.

13. Details of performance of athletes/teams of university in International University Competitions for last three years, if any.
14. Complete details of Inter college / events tournament(s) and outstanding achievements with New Meet Record(s), if any.

15. Please give details of performance and potential colleges affiliated to university.

16. Brief description of scientific support provided to sportspersons / teams.

17. Specify monitoring mechanism for prevention of drug abuse in competitive sports.

18. Details of financial assistance for Long Term Development Projects in sports university.


20. Use of Mass Media for giving wider publicity to sports in University/Colleges.

21. Details of Annual Seminars/Conferences and Clinics for updating professional knowledge and technical skills of support staff.

22. Any other relevant information in this regard.

Dated: _______________ Signature: _______________

Place: _______________ with Seal: _______________